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I. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Background of the evaluation process
The evaluation of on-going study programmes is based on the Methodology for evaluation
of Higher Education study programmes, approved by Order No 1-01-162 of 20 December 2010
of the Director of the Centre for Quality Assessment in Higher Education (hereafter – SKVC).
The evaluation is intended to help higher education institutions to constantly improve their
study programmes and to inform the public about the quality of studies.
The evaluation process consists of the main following stages: 1) self-evaluation and selfevaluation report prepared by Higher Education Institution (hereafter – HEI); 2) visit of the review
team at the higher education institution; 3) production of the evaluation report by the review team
and its publication; 4) follow-up activities.
On the basis of external evaluation report of the study programme SKVC takes a decision to
accredit study programme either for 6 years or for 3 years. If the programme evaluation is negative
such a programme is not accredited.
The programme is accredited for 6 years if all evaluation areas are evaluated as “very
good” (4 points) or “good” (3 points).
The programme is accredited for 3 years if none of the areas was evaluated as
“unsatisfactory” (1 point) and at least one evaluation area was evaluated as “satisfactory” (2 points).
The programme is not accredited if at least one of evaluation areas was evaluated as
"unsatisfactory" (1 point).
1.2. General
The Application documentation submitted by the HEI follows the outline recommended by
the SKVC.
1.3. Background of the HEI/Faculty/Study field/ Additional information
Kaunas Faculty of VAA (VAA KF) is an integral structural part of Vilnius Academy of Arts. VAA
is a state school of higher education of arts organising university first-cycle (bachelor), secondcycle (masters), special vocational, integrated, third-cycle, doctoral studies, performing research
and developing high-level professional artistic activities. It is an autonomous institution carrying
out independent academic, administrative, economic and financial management activities based on
the principle of self-government, academic freedom, and defined in the Constitution of the Republic
of Lithuania, the Law on Higher Education and the Statute of the Academy.
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The VAA community, including VAA Kaunas Faculty, VAA Vilnius Faculty, VAA Telšiai Faculty
and VAA Klaipėda Faculty, sees itself as an educational institution of visual arts, recognised by its
programme and value provisions, socially oriented staff of highly skilled artists and pedagogues,
seeking to implement cutting-edge art technologies and capable of preparing professional artists,
designers, architects who can compete in the art market, as well as experts in humanities and social
science (art critics, cultural management professionals). The most talented graduates of the
Academy comprise a significant part of the Lithuanian cultural elite producing art works that are
recognised and appreciated in Europe and around the world.
The VAA KF offers university study programmes of arts at two levels (bachelor and master): 9
bachelor (Design, Graphic Design, Sculpture, Applied Ceramics, Applied Textile, Glass, Painting,
Applied Graphics and Interior Design (from 2015), 8 master (Design, Graphic Design, Applied
Ceramics, Applied Textile, Glass, Painting, Applied Graphics), and 1 integrated study programme
(Architecture, after bachelor and master study programmes were combined in 2016). In cooperation
with the Lithuanian University of Health Sciences, the joint master study programme Art Therapy
was prepared and launched (overseen by the departments of Humanities of VAA and LUHS).
The BA Applied Ceramics study programme is located in the Department of Ceramics and
Porcelain alongside the MA Applied Ceramic study programme. The department has been
implementing the study programme in the field of ceramics since 1991, however the roots of
ceramics education in Kaunas goes back to Kaunas School of Arts, where studies of ceramics were
introduced in 1931. The BA Applied Ceramics study programme was first assessed in 2008, then
again in 2010 and again in 2013. It was given accreditation for 3 years on each occasion of
evaluation. The BA Applied Ceramics study programme is taught by teachers from the Department
of Ceramics and Porcelain, the Department of Humanities and students can take electives from
other departments in the Faculty.
The previous evaluation took place in 2013 and the study programme was accredited for three
years. The evaluation of the Programme in 2017 has been conducted by an international team
assembled by the SKVC (see 1.4 below). In this work the team has followed the legal requirements
and methodological guidelines, established for higher education institutions in Lithuania. The
international expert group undertook its evaluation based on the information provided in the SelfEvaluation Report (hereinafter – SER), the submitted additional information by the VAA KF and
the observations made during the site visit to the KF. Following the visit, the views and findings of
the review team members were discussed, which are reflected in this report.
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1.4. The Review Team
The review team was completed according Description of experts‘ recruitment, approved by
order No. V-41 of Acting Director of the Centre for Quality Assessment in Higher Education. The
Review Visit to HEI was conducted by the team on 5/April/2017.
1. Dr. Sarah Bennett (team leader), Kingston University Head of The School of Art and

Architecture, United Kingdom.
2. Doc. Dr. Eugenia Loginova, Art Academy of Latvia, lecturer, Latvia
3. Doc. Dr. Karen Harsbo, Royal Danish Academy of Fine Art, lecturer, Denmark.
4. Prof. Dr. Richard Launder, University of Bergen, Institute of Art & Design, lecturer,
Norway.
5. Ms Asta Vaičiulytė, Contemporary Art Centre, curator and editor, Lithuania.
6. Ms Rūta Stankutė, student of Lithuanian University of Educational Sciences, Lithuania.

II. PROGRAMME ANALYSIS
2.1. Programme aims and learning outcomes
During the meetings the review team have been confirmed in our view that the BA programme
aims and learning outcomes are well-defined, clear and available to publics and meet the needs of
the students, graduates and social partners to a high level of satisfaction. This is evidenced in the
quality and breadth of student work as well as exhibitions. The staff are to be highly commended
that individual development and independent learning are supported to a high level and this clearly
enables students to find their artistic and/or design direction during their BA studies which
corresponds to first cycle of studies in the arts.
It is recognised that the first cycle programme presents two fields: artistic ceramics and ceramics
design (SER p8) and the staff stated that these are regarded as equal in terms of the allocation of
study resources, a position which the review team totally supports, and notes the particular
opportunity which this creates for a contemporary hybrid practice. During the meetings with
teaching staff the title of the BA was discussed i.e. regarding whether it would benefit from incresed
visibility of the contemporary aspect, but it was agreed that it remains appropriate and aligned to
the learning outcomes. The programme aim and the learning outcomes were renewed in the
preparation process for the year 2016-2017 and the review team agree that they are appropriate to
recent trends in the ceramics (SER p9). The review team note through meetings, review of student
work and the SER (p7) that the programme objectives and intended learning outcomes reflect
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academic requirements, however, the review team recommends that

in order to extend

preparedness for second cycle study (LO A2) the programme consider that BA students produce a
reflective critical text on their Bachelor exam project, which is broadly inclusive of embedded
studio research: enabling the ‘making is thinking’ haptic.
The review team welcome that the Faculty is already implementing (summer 2017) new technology
equipment that will further support the BA programme learning outcomes, and that the use of these
are already integrated into the educational structure (SER p9). The review team further suggest that
these become linked to (MB1930) Portfolio, Art of Rhetoric, Studio Photography and the proposed
Basics of Entrepreneurship and Art Markets (see annex no.6) in addition to studio usage. When in
place, the creative possibilities which this new equipment will enable will form an important aspect
of creating a contemporary level field between conventional and new technology languages of
making and expression in ceramics. Social Partners found this of interest and useful in terms of
possible employment opportunities and is evidence that programme objectives and intended
learning outcomes are linked to the state, societal and labour market needs (SER p7).
Overall, as experienced by the review team in meetings, artwork, SER (p4) this BA Applied
Ceramics study programme fosters high quality artistic output and professional education and
aspires to a unique place in the cultural life of Lithuania.
2.2. Curriculum Design
The curriculum design is described in the SER (pp12-13) and shows that the programme meets the
legal requirements. The total volume of the programme is 240 credits (ECTS). It has a duration of 8
semesters (a period of 4 years). As required for the plan of the study programme the number of
subjects studied during one semester within a programme does not exceed 7 (no less than 3 credits
each). The electives that students can choose from courses, comprise 15 ECTS (it is possible to
choose from 66 ECTS). Optional subjects must not exceed 6.3% of the total number of subjects.
Practice gives 18 ECTS and final work - Bachelor’s degree project 18 ECTS, all corresponding to
the requirements.
According to Annex no.1, the review team can confirm that the study programme of Applied
Ceramics is based on the combination of individual, yet interconnected blocks of subjects. Subjects
of study are taught in a consistent manner, subjects or topics are not repeated. The programme is
organised in accordance with the study goals, logically enhancing the level of difficulty of
assignments. The theoretical and practical subjects are interconnected and supplement each other.
The recommendations by the accreditation commission of 2013 were taken into consideration,
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which has enabled improvements in the study process, for eample: the addition of the Portfolio
subject to produce a creative portfolio; interdisciplinary subjects were added; the International
Kaunas Porcelain Symposium was integrated into the teaching; and facilities were improved
(Annex no.6).
The strength of VAA KF always was classical, academic education, but the review team now
recognises that Applied Ceramics is keeping classical traditions whilst also taking a contemporary
direction. The content of subjects corresponds to the type and cycle of studies. As mentioned in the
previous evaluation report of 2013 , the programme is firmly focused on the development of
traditional skills, thus developing mainly students’ professional skills. At present positive changes
take place: the programmes are being upgraded, and introduction of new subjects ensures closer
links with real life (SER pp14-15). During the first two BA study years (1- 4 semesters), students
acquire general fundamental knowledge and skills (LOs C4, C5). Beginning with the 3rd year they
start the in-depth research of fundamental themes and take up new subjects (LO B1, B2). The
review team saw evidence of increased numbers of electives in the BA and students are supported
to undertake them even when there are limits in terms of group sizes (too few). The subjects of
Digital media (MB1225) are integrated into special subjects and ensure the acquirement of the
basics of 2-dimensional computer graphics and 3DS Max spatial graphics and their application to
their speciality of ceramics by using new technologies (LO C3). Students also have a possibility to
get theoretical and technological knowledge of photography and animation, which enables them to
widen the field of expression for their creative abilities. The new subject Portfolio. Rhetoric art.
Photography in a studio (MB1930) develops the skills of a high level presentation, which is the first
step for communication in the art world (LO C7). The review team commend the portfolio
preparation as good professional practice. Students appreciated the opportunity of

taking

photography as an optional subject. Other notable popular electives were glass, jewellery and
sculpture.To encourage students to get involved in business activities a new subject Basics of
Entrepreneurship and Art Markets was proposed (annex no.6) for consideration, as well as
Management of Cultural projects (HB0006 and HB0269) (LO A4, D1, D2). The introduction of the
Business/Marketing subjects has enhanced BA student preparation for future careers in addition to
the acquisition of study skills –evidenced by the success of graduates.
The content of subjects and study methods are appropriate for the achievement of the intended
learning outcomes. According to the SER (Appendix 2 – course descriptions) the main methods are
lectures, workshops, individual work, practices, seminars, team work and group discussions at midterm assessments. Goals of the programme were upgraded while preparing for the study year
2016-2017 (SER p.9). Now they are in line with the latest trends in ceramics, students’ and
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employers’ needs and requirements of the study cycle, and are in a proper correlation with study
subjects. Students achieve a good professional level and are able to produce good design or art
ceramics items, which is evidenced by successful cooperation with various business partners (LOs
D3, C5). The conversation with the social partners from Kaunas Porcelain factory (company Kauno
Jiesia) convinced us of that. One of the most successful examples of the cooperation is the bonechina tea – coffee set Academy that is in production now and sells very well. The assignments of
ceramics subjects tend to be interlinked with the designing and satisfaction of clients’ needs, which
is evidenced by other examples as wel: the design of the bottle for Stakliškės mead and its
introduction into production, a souvenir for Mingė village, creation of the Kaunas Tennis Cup
tournament prize (SER, Appendix 6, p3). The review team witnessed that the alumni and social
partners appreciate the study programme and the graduates’ professional skills.
The scope of the programme of 240 ECTS is sufficient to ensure the learning outcomes of the
Bachelor of Applied Ceramics. The review team has been informed of the greater diversification of
the curriculum, which was supplemented with some theoretical and practical classes to promote
creative thinking and critical analysis of the art process. The subject Creative Laboratory of Art and
Science (HB0018) is meant to boost students' self-confidence when they work with professionals
from other spheres, to enhance their understanding about the possibilities of collaborative art
practices, and to encourage carrying out projects based on community participation (LO C3). The
acquired theoretical knowledge can be successfully tested out in art projects where students have a
possibility to take a greater creative risk and carry out manifold projects as well as evolve their
conceptual ideas, as, for instance in the Exhibition (MB0091) by the end of their third year and Art
Projects 1-2 (MB1174- MB1175) in the fourth year (LOs B2, E1). A positive and praiseworthy
initiative is the International Kaunas Porcelain Symposium organised twice by the Department of
Ceramics and Porcelain during the summer practice (SER, Appendix no.6, p3). Thus, the
Department facilitates international cooperation with other Art Universities by inviting them to
participate and share their professional and creative know-how. That helps to advance international
contacts, students’ and professors’ mobility. In this way the study process is being constantly
renewed in the international context.
It should be noted that within the last two years the programme was greatly supplemented and
renewed in accordance with the latest academic, artistic or technological achievements, that allows
to integrate into the context of contemporary art and demonstrate the professional competence in
final projects (according with stated aims SER p9). As mentioned above, praiseworthy is the
inclusion of the subject Digital media (MB1225) in the list of compulsory subjects. It improves
students’ skills in the 3D graphic modelling related to working with the 3D ceramic printer, which
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has already been ordered and soon will be added to the Department’s material and technical
resources. Also, such all-embracing programmes as Exhibition (MB0091) or Art Projects 1-2
(MB1174- MB1175) enable students to develop their ideas in any direction (LOs D1, E3, E4).
Having seen the completed graduation works the review team can state that the programme is
above the craft level, many works reveal a deep philosophical meaning which is visualised in a new
form that is not characteristic of the traditional applied art – it is new, contemporary ceramics art
level and it is commended as good practice.

All the above mentioned improvements and

supplements of the programme are a good starting point to achieve the highest results of quality. It
would be advisable to keep in touch with the graduates, to follow their development and to critically
assess the training results and professional viability.
2.3. Teaching staff
The review team note that the BA Applied Ceramics study programme is taught by the following
staff: there are 38 teachers involved in the BA study programme of Applied Ceramics: 6 professors,
17 associate professors (including 5 PhD scientists), and 15 lecturers (5 PhD scientists). 26.3% of
the teachers have a degree of PhD, 15.8% have a pedagogical title of a professor, 44.7% have a
pedagogical title of an associate professor, and 39.5% - of a lecturer. 97,4 % of BA teachers giving
lectures of compulsory study field subjects are scientists and/or established artists (clarified by
email 23.5.17). When the review team consider these statistics in relation to the study programme
we can see that the staff profiles meet the legal requirements.
The qualifications of the teaching staff (Annex no. 4) are more than adequate to ensure learning
outcomes, and the quality of student work that the review team saw evidences the high standards of
teaching and ensures that the learning outcomes are achievable by the students. This was also in
evidence through the experience of the students who told us in the meeting that they are well
supported by staff in their studies and that staff quickly resolve matters to do with choices for
electives when issues arise. The review team also noted the strong tutorial support to assist students
in finding their artistic direction between applied and artistic approaches (LO C4) and in developing
independent learning (SER p8), (LOs C1, C2 , C5). The number of staff (SER p17 and Annex no.3)
is also adequate to deliver the learning outcomes, and there is scope to increase student numbers to
a total of 20 without placing a great stress on staffing (see 2.6).
The review team note that in addition to the full-time staff some younger ones have joined the staff
team in recent years in order to compliment the pedagogical experience of the professors and
associate professors (SER p18). This has created a better balance of older and younger staff and has
benefited the contemporary possibilities while maintaining the technical principals at the heart of
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the programme. In view of these changes the review team consider that the teaching staff turnover
is able to ensure an adequate provision of the programme - however, the review team advise that
staff should keep renewing their subject knowledge and particularly in relation to contemporary
artistic theory and trends. The review team also note most of the staff are engaged in international
activities that provide valuable insights into the global context for BA students and that an
additional opportunity was provided for BA students and graduates by the invited international
artist workshop (USA). The review team suggest that these types of workshops/seriesshould be
extended further and are pleased to see the residence in the renovation of the former hospital
building that can be used to host visiting artists.
The review team congratulate VAA and the Kaunas Faculty on the implementation of the
Systematic Professional Development of staff (SER p20), which is evidence that VAA KF ensures
conditions for professional upgrading of staff necessary to implement the programme such as
increasing international experience through exchange. For example in 2016/17 one staff member
went on the KUNO lecturer’s mobility programme to the Estonian Academy of Arts, Tallinn; in
2015/16 another went to Latvian Academy of Arts, Riga; and in 2014/15 four utilised the support
for staff mobility (SER p22). In particular the review team are impressed by the support for staff to
make both internal and external funding bids that extends the scope of research beyond the Faculty
and into other institutional and international contexts. Through our review meetings teaching staff
spoke about their professional interactions and research activities in the city such as the porcelain
symposium, and the review team commend the department staff for the way in which they
contribute to the dynamic cultural and arts sector in Kaunas. This provides an excellent learning
context and environment for the students and they can aspire to similar professional attributes (LO
D2). The social partners also play a very positive and complimentary role in the students learning,
especially in the Practical Training (LO A4). The professional relationships are valuable and strong
between the Faculty and their social partners.
2.4. Facilities and learning resources
Following the recommendations of the previous external evaluation (2013) the review team are
pleased to see the improvements in the department facilities and to hear about the future plans
regarding the renovation of the former hospital and commend the Faculty administration for the
ambition of the project. As mentioned in the meeting with the VAA KF Administration, they
regard the Applied Ceramics programme to be quite unique and try to invest not only Faculty
funds but also through attracting external funding. The renovation project will in time move the
department to the former hospital, but some parts have already been taken into use, which were
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presented during the visit; for example the library and guest dormitories. The premises for studies
are presently adequate both in size and quality and proximity supports valuable peer-to-peer
learning across the BA and MA. There are separate rooms for technical functions (SER p23) and
improved health/safety installations. The review team was told about a confirmed plan to check
health and safety responsibilities (Administration Meeting).
The teaching and learning equipment are adequate both in size and quality for the students to
acquire knowledge of the ceramic processes (SER p24). There is a focus on electric kilns, but for
students wishing to learn about wood firing there is an arrangement with VAA Vilnius
Department of Ceramics. On the topic of health and safety they have instructions at the start of
each year to all students and staff and certification for use of laboratories and machinery during
the year. Hazardous materials are now clearly labelled and there are information tables on the
walls where appropriate. It was mentioned (student meeting) that the improvements have helped
them in the context of making creative work. Students are supplied with all ceramic materials for
free by the programme, provided by the social partners. The programme has purchased a ceramic
3D printer (arriving June 2017). The Faculty have a computer classroom with 14 computers and
relevant upgraded software. Other facilities are accessible for students - printing labs, wood, metal
(SER p24)
The extent of the students’ possibilities for practice is adequate and rests on close collaborations
with local stakeholders: manufactures; galleries; museum (SER p25). The place for practice /
internship is chosen by the students and the department helps to establish the contact. Students can
also choose new locations. Kauno Jiesia, porcelain manufacturer, have 6 students in practice every
year as well as supplying the programme with materials. A case was mentioned (social partners),
where a students’ design was taken into production and now sells well, but with no design credit
to the artist. It raised the question of copyright or IPR, which the review team recommends is
addressed in the case of similar commissions through a written protocol. The review team see the
value of the symbiotic relationships with a variety of social partners and of their “sponsorship in
kind” with regards to tools, materials and equipment. However, the team would recommend that,
as when finances are available, the Faculty can invest further in equipment and updating
appropriate technical training for the programme.
Teachers and students have access to VAA library in Vilnius and its divisions and to its several
subscriptions to international and national databases (SER p25). The local library at VAA KF has
been moved and refurbished with 32 working spaces and wireless internet and provides course
books and specialized literature and publications. The Review team were impressed by the new
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location for the library but viewing the selection during the visit recommend that the Faculty
remain vigilant regarding relevant library stock for the BA and MA Applied Ceramics
programmes to ensure the literature remains current, and improves as budget becomes available.
The library at the methodical room is well stocked with a mix of Lithuanian and international
publications and popular amongst student and staff although quite a few are gifts from staff and
others rather than purchased by the Faculty. Methodical papers and previous students MA
theoretical papers and information of foreign study programs are likewise kept here.
2.5. Study process and students’ performance assessment
Entrance requirements of Vilnius Academy of Arts (VAA) are well set, consistent and transparent.
The entrance requirements are reviewed every year in compliance with the Description of the
Procedure of General Admission to First-Level and Integrated Studies in the Higher Education
Schools of Lithuania in 2016. Approved by the President of the Lithuanian Association of Higher
Education Institutions for General Admission Procedures upon the order of 16 May 2016, No. 1629 (SER, p.27). For the BA studies of Applied Ceramics students can be enrolled after high school.
Entrance examinations are competitive in order to determine the future students’ talents and skills in
drawing and painting, their abilities to execute the assigned creative idea through visual expression.
The admission procedure was reviewed and renewed in 2009, 2011 and 2016. For instance, since
2016, additional points have been given to applicants applying for the study programmes of arts, if
they had won prizes in the International or National Olympiads of Arts, as well as National Contest
of Visual Arts Čiurlionio takais. During the last five academic years, the average number of
applicants for the VAA KF Applied Ceramics programme was 7.8 (SER Table 10, p27). The
number of dropouts was only 2 between 2012-2016, and there were 2 graduating students in 2012
and 33 graduating students in 2014.
Organisation of the study process (existing regulations and procedures) ensures proper
implementation of the programme and achievement of the intended learning outcomes of a
Bachelor of Applied Ceramics. The admitted students are introduced to the study process and the
principles of evaluation. The students get acquainted with the ceramics laboratory equipment and
health and safety measures in the ceramics workshop. The flexible study timetable combines
compulsory and elective study subjects and ensures a productive study process.
Students of Applied Ceramics are encouraged to take part in artistic activities. Students can attend
various exhibitions and get involved in various projects as well as present their artworks or make
contributions to creative and educational projects. Students also take an active part in the
exhibitions organized by VAA’s divisions and in the Lithuanian Artists’ Union’s projects as well as
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international ones. During the conversations with students and professors the review team were
convinced of the active creative life in the Ceramics Department. They were also given evidence of
students’ participation in symposia, for instance, the International Bone China Symposium (2014,
2016) organised by the Department, the 13th International Ceramics Symposium “We/Reduction
2015”, exhibitions and competitions, such as the Baltic exhibition of contemporary ceramics
“Spring” in Kaunas (2014-2016), the international students’ ceramics competition “The Gizem Frit
Ceramics Competition” (Turkey, 2016), projects and creative workshops – project “Let’s meet
Wroclaw 2016” (Poland) and many others (SER p. 30).
Students are informed about the possibilities of mobility within Erasmus+ and Kuno un Cirrus
programmes. During the last five years, three students (SER Table 14, p31) have taken advantage
of it and cooperated with Hacettepe University Ankara, Turkey (2013), HDK The School of Design
And Crafts, Sweden (2015), and University of Art and Design Cluj-Napoca, Romania (2015). VAA
has signed the ERASMUS+ student and graduate internship contracts – 162 contracts in Europe,
and in 2016 the geography of mobility was extended to other continents as well (SER p. 31). The
review team heard that Kaunas Ceramics Department has good, friendly relations with the
neighbouring countries – Latvia and Estonia and several international projects are implemented
without any official support, through private contacts, for instance, every year 3-4 Department
students take part in the Latvian Art Academy’s International Baltic states wood-firing symposium
Buro-Box (2014 and 2016). The review team advises the administration to provide more support to
students ’ mobility opportunities.
VAA KF ensures proper academic and social support for students, as it is described in (SER p3132). Students can make use of many possibilities provided by the KF in various spheres:
informative support, formal and informal education, KF gallery premises for their exhibitions,
creative in Nida (the Curonian Spit) and Mizarai (Druskininkai district) owned by the Academy,
Faculty transport for various creative projects, etc. AS VAA KF is the part of VAA the review team
recommends closer collaboration with Vilnius Faculty (VAA VF), so that students could access the
new contemporary technical equipment of new technical laboratory located in Vilnius more
frequently. Awarding of scholarships and benefits is regulated by the Ministry of Education and
Science of the Republic of Lithuania, according The Regulations on the Granting of Scholarships of
Vilnius Academy of Arts. Approved at VAA Senate meeting on 18-01-2012, No. S-1; Approved at
the Rector’s Office meeting on 03-02-2015, No. R-4. However, SER observes that financing is not
adequate to satisfy students’ requirement for benefits (SER p. 37).
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The system of assessing student achievements is clear, public and appropriate to assess the learning
outcomes and relies on the principles of impartiality, objectivity, validity, constructiveness and
clarity. The assessment system is based on: Recommendations for the improvement of evaluation of
study results, prepared by Order No. ISAK-16 of the Minister of Education and Science of the
Republic of Lithuania on 05-01-2009 (SER p33). At the outset of a semester the teaching staff
inform the students about the criteria of assessment of their learning outcomes providing
information about the syllabus, goals of the subject, anticipated learning outcomes, assessment
system, impact of mid-term assessments on the final grade, requirements and assessment criteria.
All issues are discussed with the students and also individually if it is needed. According to the
Order No. ISAK-2194 of the Minister of Education and Science of the Republic of Lithuania on 24
July 2008, regarding the approval of the system of study results evaluation a 10-point criterion
grading scale is used (SER Table 15 p. 33).
Professional activities of the majority of programme graduates meet the expectations of programme
operators and employers. According to the graduate survey distributed on 14-11-2016, 100 % of all
graduates either have art-related jobs, mostly in ceramics, or are involved in artistic activities or
teaching (SER Table 16 p36). Some of them are studying for a Master’s degrees. In a conversation
with the alumni the review team heard that some of them are teachers of ceramics, others work in
museums with ceramic collections, a few of them are engaged in restoration or production
(porcelain factory Jiesia) some are free-lancers or have started their own businesses. During the
conversation with the experts the employers highly evaluated the professionalism of the graduates.
In the conversations with alumni and social partners the review team were reassured that graduates
are in demand and are working in the ceramic-related areas, which proves that the study programme
Applied Ceramic BA corresponds to the state economic, social and cultural and future development
needs and meets all the needs.
Feedback is provided throughout the study time, during the classes or individually, and fair learning
environment is ensured. In the course of the semester, during the mid-term and final assessment
shows open discussions are held, students present their work and express their opinion, professors
and invited experts have their say. The feedback is an integral part of studies, as it is based on the
Description of the Academic Feedback System of VAA (approved by the Senate of VAA in 2015),
(SER p34). Each semester anonymous questionnaires have questions about students’ needs, content
of the study programme, quality of subjects, social and academic support. In the conversation with
students the review team stated that students disapprove of this official way of communication so
the review team recommend that, whilst using anonymous questionnaires, VAA should maintain
more effective ways of official feedback. They prefer informal discussions and meetings in the
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Department with the participation of all students and professors. Of a great value is a friendly
atmosphere in the Applied Ceramics Department, where students are really able to resolve all their
problems.
Students can make complaints and lodge appeals in accordance with clear, public and transparent
procedures. VAA is an independent institution that carries out administrative, economic and
financial management activities based on the principle of self-government, academic freedom, and
defined in the Constitution of the Republic of Lithuania, the Law on Higher Education and the
Statute of the Academy (SER, p.4). There is Ethics Committee in VAA, which ensures fair learning
environment and the implementation of the regulations of the Code of Ethics. It also considers the
ethics-related reports it receives, imposes sanctions, etc. (SER p30). Honest attitude to studies is
ensured in accordance with the regulations of the VAA Code of Academic Ethics of Vilnius
Academy of Arts. Approved by the Resolution No. S-2015-4/13 in VAA Senate meeting on 11-112015 No. S-2015-4. Throughout the analysed period, the Department of Ceramics and Porcelain has
not received any complaints from the students.
2.6. Programme management
The review team confirm that the new QA processes are effective and efficient and are embedded in
the Department and valued by staff and students. With regard to the Quality Assessment Assurance
Policy, the review team notes that a new position - Senior Specialist of Study Quality Department has been created to work with this, working together with VAA; descriptors are provided in every
faculty, via the Study Programme Committees (meeting twice per year). As this is a very new
system, there has been a considerable change, which takes into account the various voices: students,
staff, stakeholders, etc. Previous recommendations have been taken into account and re-thought in
regard to quality and contexts; an alternative to the numerical system is now in place: an academic
survey for the students which is more individualised - each professor does a questionnaire at end of
each course resulting from face-to-face discussion. There is also a meeting to review the previous
semester (SER p39). The review team approves of these changes. The review team note that
responsibilities for decisions and monitoring of the implementation of the programme are clearly
allocated through the Study Programme Committee, the methodological commission of the faculty,
and Council of the Faculty, each playing their role, and through collecting feedback from
employers, students and alumni (SER p. 38).
The review team commend the department for their successful admissions strategies that ensure a
critical mass of students on the BA and suggest that this strategy should be shared with other BA
programmes in the Faculty. Exemptions from the Government rules are under discussion, which
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will positively impact admissions, and the review team supports this development. The review team
recognise that the devotion of the staff is contagious, encouraging student applications, which is
also further promoted via high school internships and BA students’ visits to Schools.
The review team were told that there may be plans to increase student numbers to approximately 20
students in total on the BA, in relation to this, it is recommended that the Faculty remain attentive to
maintain the quality of delivery of both programmes in terms of resourcing - in line with this
potential increase, and that resources do not become over stretched. It was indicated that the data
and other information regarding programme implementation are collected and analysed periodically
and that the outcomes of internal and external evaluations of the programme are used for the
improvement of the programme. With regards to Health & Safety, raised in the previous evaluation
2013 (SER p43) the issues have been addressed (see 2.4 above) and the review team were assured
that a there will be a new post appointed to organise health and safety and sign-off.
In consideration of professional development and the Institutional support available for this raised
in the previous evaluation 2013, the review team were informed that via the Systematic Professional
Development (see 2.3 above), each individual finds their own route – professors present their
motivation and Institutional support is available via application; this is similar in relation to
Erasmus Staff Exchange Funding and Public Support Funding. The review team is very positive
that the Faculty are actively involved in these various routes of research strategy: staff research-led
field work/field trips, and attendance at seminars/conferences have become a route for greater
contemporary relevance and competence of staff. This is reflected in the educational experience that
the students receive. It is also noted that these activities greatly enhance and nurture staff
development and upskilling in terms of leadership, increased responsibility and teaching zones.
The review team applauds the formal relationships with Social Stakeholders (many of whom are
alumni), who help to evaluate and improve the programme and support the practical training. The
review team and encourages more partnerships, both formal and informal, which may be an
enhanced possibility if Kaunas becomes a future City of Culture 2022. It is noted that Kaunas City
Council is increasing investment, with many more creative projects due. The Social Partners found
it very beneficial that more business skills have been introduced (see 2.2 above), together with other
examples of collaboration (see 2.5 above) such as an international touring exhibition (Italy, etc.) in
which an area was dedicated to young ceramic artists (many from Kaunas), the Artists Union who
guide the students to learn self-promotion as well as the National Scholarship application
procedures. The review team also noted the supportive role which the Kaunas Ceramic Museum has
played: curating and exhibiting staff and student works, affording access to the Porcelain Archive,
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etc. and given that Kaunas has a reputation as the ceramic city of Lithuania the review team were
perplexed that this museum has been closed – and encourage the Institution to do what it can to
have it re-opened.
In the department, it is noted that there is a new wave of a younger generation who are now getting
involved in teaching (see 2.3 above) so the competence of a contemporary approach to the field is
thereby expanded and fulfilled.

The part time staff are also fully involved throughout the

programme (tutors, exam responsibility, etc.). It is noted that the department has a PhD Candidate,
which it views as an extremely positive factor, both as an indicator of quality, attractiveness of the
department and as a further expansion of expertise, attitude and as an example available to the
student body. While the review team welcomes these, it is of critical importance to create more
opportunities for the students and staff to have greater contact with more visiting artists (see 2.3
above). It was noted that a Start-up Art Incubator will be available in future, to encourage and
enable the students upon graduation with their transition into the professional sphere – this is an
ambitious initiative, which the review team fully supports. The review team note that information
about the study programme is public, relevant and easily accessible though the website and
admissions information.

2.7. Examples of excellence

1. The staff are to be highly commended that individual development and independent learning are
supported to a high level and this clearly enables students to find their artistic and/or design
direction during their BA studies.

2. The review team commend as good practice that way the student works reveal a deep
philosophical meaning which is visualised in a new form that is not characteristic of the
traditional applied ceramics – it is new, contemporary ceramics art level.

3. The review team commend all the Department staff for the strength of their interactions and
professional activities in the city and beyond, which contributes to the dynamic cultural and arts
sector that the graduates will enter as professionals themselves.
4. The review team commends the Faulty Adminstration for the ambitions of the future plans
regarding the renovation of the former hospital and in particular the new residence centre at the
Kaunas Faculty which can encourage visiting international artists and students.
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5. A positive and praiseworthy initiative is the International Kaunas Porcelain Symposium
organised by the Department of Ceramics and Porcelain during the summer practice. Thus, the
Department facilitates international cooperation and advances international contacts, students’
and professors’ mobility, as well helps view their place in a global context of art.
6. The review team commend the department for their successful admissions strategies that ensures
a critical mass of students on the BA Applied Ceramics study programme. The review team
suggest that this strategy should be shared with other BA programmes in the Faculty.
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III. RECOMMENDATIONS
1. The review team recommends that the programme consider that BA students produce a reflective
critical text and visual on their Bachelor exam project.

2. The review team recommends that the success of the workshop by an international artist (USA)
is extended into an annual event or workshop series, subject to opportunities for funding being
sought.

3. The review team recommends that the Faculty should establish a protocol for addressing
copyright or IPR for instances when student work goes into production with the social partners.
4. The review team recommends that, as when finances are available, the Faculty can invest further
in equipment and updating appropriate technical training for the study programme.
5. The review team recommend that the Faculty remain vigilant regarding relevant library stock for
the BA Applied Ceramic study programme to ensure the literature remains current, and improves
as budgets become available.
6. The review team recommends closer collaboration with VAA VF, so that Applied Ceramics
students can access the new contemporary technical equipment of new technical laboratory
located in Vilnius more frequently.
7. The review team recommends that the administration of VAA, whilst using anonymous
questionnaires, should maintain more effective ways of official feedback.
8. The panel recommend that the Faculty remain attentive to maintain the quality of delivery of the
study programme in terms of resourcing - in line with a potential increase in student numbers to
approx. 20 students in total, and that resources do not become over stretched.
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IV. SUMMARY
During the evaluation meetings the review team confirmed that the BA programme aims and
learning outcomes are well-defined, clear and meet the needs of the students, graduates and social
partners to a high level of satisfaction. This is evidenced in the quality and breadth of student work
as well as exhibitions. The staff are to be highly commended that individual development and
independent learning are supported to a high level and this clearly enables students to find their
artistic and/or design direction during their BA studies which corresponds to first cycle of studies in
the arts. The review team totally supports the Faculty staff’s approach that the programme presents
two fields - artistic ceramics and ceramics design and that these are regarded as equal in terms of
the allocation of study resources. The review team recommends that the programme consider that
BA students produce a reflective critical text and visual on their Bachelor exam project. The review
team welcome that the Faculty is already implementing new technology equipment that will further
support the BA programme learning outcomes. Overall the review team consider that the BA
Applied Ceramics study programme fosters high quality artistic output, delivers professional
education and aspires to a unique place in the cultural life of Lithuania.
The curriculum fully complies with the laws and regulations of the Lithuanian Republic legislation.
The study programme is based on the combination of individual, yet interconnected blocks of
subjects taught in a consistent manner, and subjects or topics are not repeated. The programme is
organised in accordance with the study goals, logically enhancing the level of difficulty of
assignments. The strength of VAA KF in in maintaining classical traditions whilst also taking a
contemporary direction. The review team was informed of the greater diversification of the
curriculum which was supplemented with some theoretical and practical classes to promote creative
thinking and critical analysis through art projects. The review team value the increased numbers of
electives. The introduction of the Business/Marketing and Digital Media subjects has enhanced BA
students’ preparation for future alongside study skills. The review team commend the Portfolio
preparation as good practice. Having reviewed the completed graduation works the review team
considers that the programme is above the craft level, many works reveal a deep philosophical
meaning which is visualised in a new form - it is new, contemporary ceramics art which evidences
good practice. The above mentioned improvements since the previous evaluation supplement the
programme and provide a good starting point to achieve the highest quality results. The review team
is valuably informed about achievments of the graduates, and follow their development as well as
critically assessing their training results and professional viability.
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The review team confirm that the number of staff and their professional standing meet the legal
requirements for the BA Applied Ceramics study programme. The qualifications of the teaching
staff and the quality of student work evidence the high standards of teaching and ensures that the
learning outcomes are achievable. Students are well supported in finding their artistic direction
between applied and artistic approaches and in developing independent learning. The review team
note that some younger have joined the staff team who compliment the pedagogical experience of
the professors and have benefited the contemporary possibilities while maintaining the technical
principals. The review team commend all the Department staff for the strength of their professional
activities, which contributes to the dynamic cultural and arts sector, and their international activities
providing valuable insights into the global context for BA students. The review team recommends
that the success of the international workshop is extended into an annual event or workshop series.
The review team congratulate VAA and KF on the Systematic Professional Development of staff,
which ensures upgrading of staff necessary to implement the programme, and supports internal and
external funding bids that extends the scope of staff research into other institutional and
international contexts. The relationships with social partners are highly valuable and play a very
positive and complimentary role in the students learning, especially in the Practical Training.
The review team are pleased to see the improvements in the department facilities and the future
plans regarding the renovation of the former hospital. The review team commend the Faculty
administration for the ambition of the project. The premises for studies are now adequate both in
size and quality with improved health and safety installations. The review team support a confirmed
plan to check health and safety responsibilities. The review team support the purchase of a ceramic
3D printer and related 3D modelling courses. The extent of students’ possibilities for practice is
adequate and rests on the close collaborations with a variety of social partners and their sponsorhsip
of resources. The consequences of copyright or IPR, is an issue that the review team recommends
should be addressed through a written protocol. The review team was impressed by the new
location for the library but, recommend that the Faculty remain vigilant regarding relevant library
stock for the BA Applied Ceramics programmes to ensure the literature remains current, and
improves as budget become available. Likewise the Faculty should invest further in technical
equipment.
Entrance requirements of VAA are well set, consistent and transparent though under review.
Students can be enrolled after high school, by way of competition. Existing regulations and
procedures ensure proper implementation of the programme to achieve intended learning outcomes.
The assessment system is clear and students are able to get a appropriate feedback. Students' artistic
activities are an integral part of the study process and the review team recognised students’ positive
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participation in exhibitions and symposia in Lithuania and abroad. A praiseworthy initiative is the
International Kaunas Porcelain Symposium which advances international contacts, and students’
and professors’ mobility. Students willingly use the possibilities of mobility within Erasmus+,
Kuno un Cirrus programme, but the review team advises the administration to provide more support
to students ’ mobility opportunities. KF ensures proper academic and social support for students,
however, the review team recommends a closer collaboration with VAA VF so that students can
access the contemporary technical equipment in Vilnius more frequently. The review team
recognised that graduates from the study programme are in demand and are working in the ceramicrelated careers, which proves that the programme Applied Ceramic BA corresponds to the state
economic, social and cultural and future development needs. The review team recommends that the
administration of VAA, whilst using anonymous questionnaires, should maintain more effective
ways of official feedback.
In regard to the Quality Assessment Assurance Policy the review team note that previous
recommendations have been addressed in regard to quality and contexts and an alternative to the
numerical system is now in place: an academic survey for the students which is more individualised
is undertaken - each professor does a questionnaire at end of each course resulting from face-to-face
discussion. There is also a meeting to review the previous semester. The review team note that
responsibilities for decisions and monitoring of the implementation of the programme are clearly
allocated, according to the criteria. The panel commend the department for their successful
admissions strategies that ensures a critical mass of students on the BA. The review team recognise
that the devotion of the staff is contagious, encouraging student application, which is also further
promoted via high school internships, and BA students’ visits. The review team recommend that the
Faculty remain attentive to maintain the quality of delivery of the BA study programmein terms of
resourcing - in line with a potential increase in student numbers to approximately 20 students in
total. The review team applauds the formal relationships and collaborations with Social
Stakeholders and encourages more partnerships, both formal and informal. The Social Partners
found it very beneficial that more business skills have been introduced, which the review team
commends.
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V. GENERAL ASSESSMENT
The study programme Applied Ceramics (state code – 612W10007) at Vilnius Art Academy is
given positive evaluation.

Study programme assessment in points by evaluation areas.
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Evaluation Area
Programme aims and learning outcomes
Curriculum design
Teaching staff
Facilities and learning resources
Study process and students’ performance assessment
Programme management
Total:

Evaluation of
an area in
points*
3
4
3
3
4
4
21

*1 (unsatisfactory) - there are essential shortcomings that must be eliminated;
2 (satisfactory) - meets the established minimum requirements, needs improvement;
3 (good) - the field develops systematically, has distinctive features;
4 (very good) - the field is exceptionally good.

Grupės vadovas:
Team leader:
Grupės nariai:
Team members:

Sarah Bennett
Eugenia Loginova
Karen Harsbo
Richard Launder
Ms Asta Vaičiulytė
Ms Rūta Stankutė
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Vertimas iš anglų kalbos

VILNIAUS DAILĖS AKADEMIJOS KAUNO FAKULTETE PIRMOSIOS PAKOPOS
STUDIJŲ PROGRAMOS TAIKOMOJI KERAMIKA (VALSTYBINIS KODAS – 612W10007)
2017-05-29 EKSPERTINIO VERTINIMO IŠVADŲ NR. SV4-107 IŠRAŠAS
<...>

V. APIBENDRINAMASIS ĮVERTINIMAS

Vilniaus dailės akademijos Kauno fakultete studijų programa Taikomoji keramika (valstybinis
kodas – 612W10007) vertinama teigiamai.

Eil.

Vertinimo sritis

Srities

Nr.

įvertinimas,
balais*

1.

Programos tikslai ir numatomi studijų rezultatai

3

2.

Programos sandara

4

3.

Personalas

3

4.

Materialieji ištekliai

3

5.

Studijų eiga ir jos vertinimas

4

6.

Programos vadyba

4
Iš viso:

21

* 1 - Nepatenkinamai (yra esminių trūkumų, kuriuos būtina pašalinti)
2 - Patenkinamai (tenkina minimalius reikalavimus, reikia tobulinti)
3 - Gerai (sistemiškai plėtojama sritis, turi savitų bruožų)
4 - Labai gerai (sritis yra išskirtinė)

<...>
IV. SANTRAUKA
Vertinimo metu vykusiuose susitikimuose ekspertų grupė patvirtino, kad bakalauro studijų
programos tikslai ir studijų rezultatai yra gerai apibrėžti, aiškūs ir atitinka studentų, absolventų ir
socialinių partnerių, kurie yra labai patenkinti studijų lygiu, poreikius. Tai patvirtina studentų darbo
bei parodų kokybė ir apimtis. Reikia pagirti personalą už studentų individualaus ugdymo ir
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savarankiško mokymosi skatinimą, kas neabejotinai leidžia studentams atrasti savo meninę ir (arba)
dizaino kryptį bakalauro studijų metu ir atitinka pirmąją menų studijų pakopą. Ekspertų grupė
visiškai pritaria fakulteto dėstytojų požiūriui, kad ši studijų programa pristato dvi kryptis: meninės
keramikos ir keramikos dizaino, ir jos abi turi būti lygiavertės studijų išteklių paskirstymo prasme.
Ekspertų grupė rekomenduoja studijų programos rengėjams apsvarstyti, kad bakalauro studijų
studentai parengtų refleksinį kritinį tekstą ir vizualizuotų savo bakalauro egzamino projektą.
Ekspertų grupė giria dėstytojus už tai, kad jie naudoja naują technologinę įrangą, kuri padeda
pasiekti bakalauro studijų programos studijų rezultatus. Apskritai, ekspertų grupė mano, kad
bakalauro studijų programa Taikomoji keramika skatina studentus gaminti aukštos kokybės meninę
produkciją, suteikia profesinį išsilavinimą ir skatina užimti unikalią vietą Lietuvos kultūriniame
gyvenime.
Studijų turinys visiškai atitinka Lietuvos Respublikos įstatymų ir kitų teisės aktų nuostatas. Studijų
programa yra pagrįsta atskirų, bet tarpusavyje nuosekliai susietų dėstomų dalykų blokų deriniu, o
dalykai ar temos nesikartoja. Studijų programa organizuojama pagal studijų tikslus, logiškai
keliamas užduočių sudėtingumo lygis. VDA KF stiprybė – išlaikomos klasikinės tradicijos ir
atsižvelgiama į šiuolaikinę kryptį. Ekspertų grupė susipažino su didele studijų turinio įvairove;
turinį papildė keletas teorijos ir praktikos užsiėmimų, skatinančių per meno projektus ugdyti
kūrybinį mąstymą ir kritinę analizę. Ekspertai teigiamai vertina padidėjusį pasirenkamųjų dalykų
skaičių. Dalykų Verslas / rinkodara ir Skaitmeninės medijos įtraukimas sustiprino bakalauro
studentų pasirengimą ateityje kartu ugdant studijų įgūdžius. Ekspertų grupė vertina darbų aplanko
rengimą kaip geros praktikos pavyzdį. Susipažinusi su parengtais baigiamaisiais darbai, ekspertų
grupė mano, kad studijų programa yra aukščiau už amatų lygį; daugelis darbų atskleidžia gilią
filosofinę prasmę, kuri vizualizuojama nauja forma – tai naujas, šiuolaikinis keramikos menas,
demonstruojantis gerąją praktiką. Pirmiau minėti pagerinimai, atlikti po ankstesnio vertinimo,
papildo studijų programą ir yra geras atspirties taškas siekti aukščiausios kokybės rezultatų.
Ekspertų grupei buvo naudinga susipažinti su absolventų pasiekimais, sekti jų tobulėjimą, kritiškai
įvertinti jų studijų rezultatus ir profesinį gyvybingumą.

Ekspertų grupė patvirtina, kad personalo skaičius ir profesinė kvalifikacija atitinka bakalauro
studijų programos Taikomoji keramika teisinius reikalavimus. Dėstytojų kvalifikacija ir studentų
darbų kokybė rodo aukštus dėstymo standartus ir užtikrina studijų rezultatų pasiekiamumą.
Studentams teikiama pagalba siekiant rasti jų meninę kryptį tarp taikomųjų ir meninių būdų ir
mokantis savarankiškai. Ekspertų grupė atkreipia dėmesį, kad prie personalo prisijungė keletas
jaunesnių narių, kurie papildo dėstytojų pedagoginę patirtį, naudojasi šiuolaikinėmis galimybėmis ir
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drauge išlaiko techninius principus. Ekspertų grupė teigiamai vertina visus katedros darbuotojus už
jų profesinės veiklos stiprumą, kas padeda kurti dinamišką kultūros ir meno sektorių, už jų
tarptautinę veiklą, bakalauro studentams suteikiančią vertingų įžvalgų pasauliniame kontekste.
Ekspertų grupė rekomenduoja, kad sėkmingas tarptautinis seminaras būtų išplėstas į kasmetinį
renginį ar seminarų seriją. Ekspertų grupė giria VDA ir KF už sistemingą personalo profesinį
tobulėjimą, kuris užtikrina personalo atsinaujinimą, reikalingą vykdant studijų programą, remia
vidaus ir išorės finansavimo pasiūlymus, kurie leidžia išplėsti dėstytojų mokslinių tyrimų apimtį
kitų institucijų ir tarptautiniame kontekste. Santykiai su socialiniais partneriais yra labai vertingi ir
atlieka teigiamą papildomą vaidmenį ugdant studentus, ypač vykdant praktinį mokymą.
Ekspertų grupė džiaugiasi, kad pagerėjo katedros materialioji bazė ir ateityje planuojama buvusios
ligoninės renovacija. Ekspertų grupė teigiamai vertina fakulteto administracijos ambicingą projektą.
Patalpos studijoms dabar yra tinkamos tiek dydžiu, tiek kokybe, pagerėjo sveikatos ir saugos
sąlygos. Ekspertų grupė pritaria patvirtintam planui patikrinti atsakomybę sveikatos ir saugos
klausimais. Ekspertai pritaria keraminio 3D spausdintuvo ir susijusių 3D modeliavimo kursų
įsigijimui. Studentų praktinės veiklos galimybės yra tinkamos ir remiasi glaudžiu bendradarbiavimu
su įvairiais socialiniais partneriais ir rėmėjais. Autorių ar intelektinės nuosavybės teisių pasekmės –
tai klausimas, kurį ekspertų grupė rekomenduoja spręsti parengus rašytinį protokolą. Ekspertų grupę
sužavėjo nauja bibliotekos vieta, tačiau rekomenduojama, kad fakultetas liktų budrus ir stebėtų
atitinkamą bibliotekos fondą, skirtą bakalauro studijų programoms Taikomoji keramika; literatūra
turi būti aktuali ir, gavus finansavimą, atnaujinama. Fakultetas taip pat turėtų daugiau investuoti į
techninę įrangą.
VDA studentų priėmimo reikalavimai yra tinkamai nustatyti, nuoseklūs ir skaidrūs, tačiau vis dar
tikslinami. Studentai gali įstoti baigę vidurinę mokyklą ir parėję konkursą. Dabartinė tvarka ir
taisyklės užtikrina tinkamą studijų programos vykdymą, siekiant numatytų studijų rezultatų.
Vertinimo sistema yra aiški, studentai gali gauti tinkamą grįžtamąjį ryšį. Studentų meninė veikla yra
neatsiejama studijų proceso dalis, ekspertų grupė pripažino studentų teigiamą dalyvavimo parodose
ir simpoziumuose Lietuvoje ir užsienyje poveikį. Pagirtina iniciatyva – Tarptautinis Kauno
porceliano simpoziumas, kuris padeda gerinti tarptautinius ryšius, studentų ir dėstytojų judumą.
Studentai noriai išnaudoja judumo galimybes pagal Erasmus+, Kuno un Cirrus programas, tačiau
ekspertų grupė siūlo administracijai aktyviau remti studentų judumo galimybes. KF užtikrina
tinkamą akademinę ir socialinę paramą studentams, bet ekspertų grupė rekomenduoja glaudžiau
bendradarbiauti su VDA Vilniaus fakultetu, kad studentai galėtų dažniau naudotis šiuolaikine
technine įranga Vilniuje. Ekspertų grupė pripažino, kad šios studijų programos absolventai yra
paklausūs ir dirba su keramika susijusiose srityse. Tai įrodo, kad bakalauro studijų programa
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Taikomoji keramika atitinka valstybės ekonominius, socialinius ir kultūrinius bei būsimos plėtros
poreikius. Ekspertų grupė rekomenduoja VDA administracijai vykdant anonimines apklausas
ieškoti veiksmingesnių būdų oficialiam grįžtamajam ryšiui pateikti.
Kalbant apie kokybės vertinimo užtikrinimo politiką, ekspertų grupė atkreipia dėmesį į tai, kad į
ankstesnes rekomendacijas dėl kokybės ir turinio buvo atsižvelgta ir dabar kiekybinei sistemai yra
taikoma alternatyva: atliekamas studentų akademinis tyrimas, kuris yra labiau individualus, t. y.
kiekvieno kurso pabaigoje kiekvienas dėstytojas pateikia klausimyną, kuris parengiamas
individualios („akis į akį“) diskusijos metu. Taip pat rengiamas susirinkimas, kuriame aptariamas
praėjęs semestras. Ekspertų grupė pažymi, kad atsakomybė už sprendimus ir studijų programos
įgyvendinimo stebėseną yra aiškiai paskirstyta pagal nustatytus kriterijus. Ekspertai nori pagirti
katedrą už sėkmingą studentų priėmimo strategiją, kuri užtikrina kritinį bakalauro studijų
programos studentų skaičių. Ekspertų grupė pripažįsta, kad dėstytojų pasiaukojimas yra
užkrečiamas, skatina studentų stropumą, kuris taip pat pasireiškia atliekant praktikas vidurinėse
mokyklose ir bakalauro studijų studentų vizitus. Ekspertų grupė rekomenduoja fakultetui atidžiai
stebėti, kad būtų išlaikyta bakalauro studijų programos vykdymo kokybė išteklių prasme,
atsižvelgiant į galimą studentų skaičiaus padidėjimą iki maždaug 20-ies. Ekspertų grupė pritaria
formaliems santykiams ir bendradarbiavimui su socialiniais dalininkais, skatina aktyvinti formalią ir
neformalią partnerystę. Socialiniai partneriai pastebėjo, kad labai naudinga, jog į programą buvo
įtraukta daugiau verslo įgūdžių mokymo. Tam ekspertų grupė taip pat pritaria.

<...>
III. REKOMENDACIJOS
1. Ekspertų grupė rekomenduoja apsvarstyti ir numatyti, kad šios studijų programos bakalauro
studijų studentai parengtų savo bakalauro egzamino projekto svarstomąjį kritinį tekstą ir
vizualizaciją.
2. Ekspertų grupė rekomenduoja užsienio menininko (JAV) seminaro sėkmę išplėsti į kasmetinį
renginį ar seminarų seriją, atsižvelgiant į finansavimo galimybes.
3. Ekspertų grupė rekomenduoja fakultetui parengti protokolą, skirtą autorių ar intelektinės
nuosavybės teisių klausimams spręsti, kai studentų darbai pateikiami gamybai
bendradarbiaujant su socialiniais partneriais.
4. Ekspertų grupė rekomenduoja, jei bus gautas finansavimas, fakultetui toliau investuoti į studijų
programai skirtą įrangą ir atnaujinti atitinkamą techninį mokymą.
5. Ekspertų grupė rekomenduoja fakultetui atidžiai stebėti atitinkamus bibliotekos fondus, skirtus
bakalauro studijų programai Taikomoji keramika, ir užtikrinti, kad literatūra būtų aktuali, ir,
gavus finansavimą, ją atnaujinti.
6. Ekspertų grupė rekomenduoja glaudžiau bendradarbiauti su VDA Vilniaus fakultetu (toliau –
VF), kad studijų programos Taikomoji keramika studentai galėtų dažniau naudotis nauja
šiuolaikine techninės laboratorijos, esančios Vilniuje, įranga.
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7. Ekspertų grupė rekomenduoja VDA administracijai atliekant anonimines apklausas užtikrinti
veiksmingesnius oficialaus grįžtamojo ryšio pateikimo būdus.
8. Ekspertai fakultetui rekomenduoja ir toliau išlaikyti studijų programos vykdymo kokybę,
kalbant apie išteklius ir atsižvelgiant į galimą studentų skaičiaus padidėjimą iki maždaug 20-ies,
kad išteklių pakaktų visiems.
______________________________

Paslaugos teikėjas patvirtina, jog yra susipažinęs su Lietuvos Respublikos baudžiamojo kodekso 235
straipsnio, numatančio atsakomybę už melagingą ar žinomai neteisingai atliktą vertimą, reikalavimais.

Vertėjos rekvizitai (vardas, pavardė, parašas)
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